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Comment on ‘‘Correlation holes in a spin-polarized dense electron gas’’
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Rassolov, Pople, and Ratner@Phys. Rev. B59, 15 625~1999!# used first-order perturbation theory to predict
the short-range, high-density limit for the Coulomb correlation hole around an electron in a uniform electron
gas, and compared their result with the parametrization of Perdew and Wang@Phys. Rev. B46, 12 947~1992!#
~PW92!. We find that their figures do not correctly represent the PW92 expressions, and we present corrected
figures. At the highest density (r s50.8) for which we can make a numerical comparison with the diffusion
Monte Carlo method, we show that the PW92 correlation holes are valid. We suggest that the PW92 expres-
sions may also be valid over the range 0.1&r s&10, in which they provide a smooth, controlled interpolation
between short- and long-range limits. In particular, the PW92 correlation holes display a remarkable exchange-
like scaling relation, and an intuitively appealing noncrossing behavior. The short-range, high-density (r s

→0) limit suggested by the PW92 correlation hole for the fully spin-polarized case is smaller than the
perturbative results of Rassolov, Pople, and Ratner by a factor of about 3, but is consistent with our own study
of the approach to this limit within the random-phase approximation. We also suggest an improved spin
resolution of the PW92 correlation hole, which forr s50.1 agrees with Ueda’sg↑↓ @Prog. Theor. Phys.26, 45
~1961!#.
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The Coulomb correlation hole around an electron in
uniform electron gas plays an important role in densi
functional theory.1,2 Qualitatively, it provides a conceptua
picture which can be applied to real electronic system
Quantitatively, it is a key ingredient in the construction
the generalized-gradient approximation3 and other density
functionals4 for the exchange-correlation energy.

In an electron gas of uniform number densityn5n↑1n↓
53/(4pr s

3) and spin polarizationz5(n↑2n↓)/n, the prob-
ability to find one electron in volume elementd3r at r , and
another ind3R at r1R, is n2g(r s ,z,kFR)d3rd3R, where
kF5(9p/4)1/3/r s is the Fermi momentum forz50. The pair
distribution functiong5gx1gc has an exchange-only con
tribution gx(z,kFR), and a Coulomb-correlation contributio
gc(r s ,z,kFR). The latter has been evaluated by many-bo
perturbation theory5 and by quantum Monte Carlo
methods,6–9 and has been parametrized10–14to satisfy known
exact conditions. The correlation hole density isngc .

The Perdew-Wang~PW92!13 parametrization is an inter
polation between the short-range~small R! behavior given
by the on-top value gc(r s ,z,kFR50) and cusp
d gc /dRuR50, and the nonoscillatory long-range~large-R)
behavior given by the high-density limit of the random-pha
approximation~RPA!. This interpolation is controlled by the
sum rule
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and by the energy integral
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dR4pR2ngc~r s ,z,kFR!
1

R
5«c~r s ,z!2tc~r s ,z!,

~2!

where «c and tc52](r s«c)/]r s are the correlation energ
and kinetic energy of correlation per electron.

In the high density (r s→0) limit, the noninteracting ki-
netic energy dominates the exchange energy, and exch
dominates correlation. Although the long-range part of
correlation hole still requires RPA resummation of the p
turbation expansion, the short-range part is given by per
bation theory to first order in the electron-electron intera
tion. Thusgc(r s ,z,kFR)/r s as a function ofR/r s , for small
R/r s , becomes independent ofr s as r s→0. The limiting
functions were calculated recently in an interesting paper
Rassolov, Pople, and Ratner.15 The antiparallel-spin (gc

↑↓/r s)
contributions which they calculated for these limiting fun
tions have the expected on-top value and cusp, not onl
z50 ~Ref. 16! but for all z ~see Fig. 4 of Ref. 17!.

In their Figs. 5 and 6, Rassolovet al. compared theirr s
→0 limiting functions togc /r s from the PW92 model. We
have found that their curves do not correctly represent
PW92 expressions. The correct PW92 curves are show
our Figs. 1 and 2. We are confident that our curves are
rect, as they were calculated from two independently writ
2227 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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programs which gave the same results. These curves
checked for satisfaction of all exact conditions imposed up
the PW92 form.

For the spin-unpolarized case (z50), the curves in our
Fig. 1 are considerably smoother than, but otherwise sim
to, the ‘‘PW’’ curves in Fig. 5 of Ref. 15. But for the spin
polarized case (z51), our r s50.01 curve in Fig. 2 is less
deep by a factor of about 5 than ther s50.01 PW curve in
Fig. 6 of Ref. 15.

The PW92 expressions were originally developed a
checked forg over the range of valence electron densiti
2&r s&10. Reference 7 checked and confirmed the PW9g
for r s50.5. However, that comparison with the variation
Monte Carlo method was purely graphical, and dominated
the exchange partgx .

Can the PW92 expressions provide a reasonable des
tion of the correlation partgc for r s&2, and, if so, over what
range ofr s? In Figs. 3 and 4, we compare diffusion Mon
Carlo ~DMC! data9 for r s50.8 andz50 and 1, respectively

FIG. 1. Correlation contribution to the pair distribution functio
of a spin-unpolarized (z50) uniform electron gas with a densit
parameterr s , using the PW92 expressions.~Ref. 13! The cross on
the vertical axis shows ther s→0 limit for R/r s50 within PW92,
20.332, which differs slightly from the exact20.3659~Ref. 16!.

FIG. 2. Correlation contribution to the pair distribution functio
of a fully spin-polarized (z51) uniform electron gas with a densit
parameterr s , using the PW92 expressions~Ref. 13!.
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with PW92. The level of agreement is satisfactory. Rec
that PW92 intentionally omitted the energetically unimpo
tant long-range oscillation ofgc , and any precursor of it
This oscillation becomes less prominent asr s decreases.

However, the PW92 expressions must eventually fail
r s→0, since the short- and long-range length scales (r s and
Ar s, respectively! separate in this limit. Without numerica
Monte Carlo data forr s,0.8, we can only check for interna
consistencies and inconsistencies in the PW92 curves.
0.1&r s&10, these curves~Figs. 1 and 2! provide a smooth,
regular, controlled interpolation between the short- and lo
range limits. Smoothness and regularity break down ar s
50.01, where the PW92 curves assume a tortured app
ance.~Roughly, the localr s equals 0.01 at the nucleus of
nonrelativistic uranium atom.! Some distortion is seen eve
at r s50.1.

To see a precise high-density scaling behavior in our F
1 and 2, we must look to the region of very smallR/r s . In

FIG. 3. Correlation contribution to the pair distribution functio
of a uniform electron gas withr s50.8 andz50. The PW92 expres-
sions~Ref. 13! ~solid curve! are compared to the diffusion Mont
Carlo data~circles! of Ref. 9 ~1062 electrons!.

FIG. 4. Correlation contribution to the pair distribution functio
of a uniform electron gas withr s50.8 andz51. The PW92 expres-
sions~Ref. 13! ~solid curve! are compared to the diffusion Mont
Carlo data~circles! of Ref. 9 ~725 electrons!.
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PRB 62 2229COMMENTS
particular, Fig. 2 forz51 shows that the curves ofgc /r s for
r s51, 0.5, and 0.1 almost coincide forR/r s&0.3. Of course,
the zeroth and first derivatives ofgc /r s at R/r s50 are con-
strained by the PW92 construction to have the correct h
density scaling behavior, but we find by numerical calcu
tion that the second derivative is essentially the same for s
51, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1; the same statement is true for the t
derivative. This high-density scaling pattern breaks down
r s50.01, indicating once again that the PW92 expressi
are not valid atr s50.01.

In the high-density (r s→0) limit, the true
gc(r s ,z,kFR)/r s becomes independent ofr s for small R/r s ,
and so does the ratio

gc~r s ,z,kFR!/gc~r s ,z50,kFR!. ~3!

We call this an exchangelike scaling relation, beca
gx(z,kFR)/gx(z50,kFR) is exactly independent ofr s . Fig-

FIG. 5. Ratio gc(z51,r s ,kFR)/gc(z50,r s ,kFR) vs R/r s ,
showing the exchangelike scaling relation satisfied by the PW
correlation hole~Ref. 13!.

FIG. 6. Correlation contribution to the pair distribution functio
of an electron gas withr s50.1 and various values ofz, using the
PW92 expressions~Ref. 13!. Note that the curves do not cross.
-
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ure 5 shows that the PW92 expressions satisfy this excha
like scaling relation with reasonable accuracy forall r s in the
range 0.1&r s&1; the accuracy is best for smallr s and small
R/r s , as expected. Such a remarkable regularity is not to
expected unless the PW92 expressions are working prop
for 0.1&r s&1.

The PW92 curves also display an intuitively appeali
noncrossing behavior. Figure 6 shows that curves ofgc(r s
50.1,z,kFR) versusR/r s for different z do not cross one
another. At largerr s , some curve crossing is found, bu
never in the rangeR/r s,1. We interpret this as follows: for
R/r s,1, an increase inuzu deepens the exchange hole de
sity n@gx(z,kFR)-1#, i.e., gx(z,kFR), becomes less positive
as uzu increases. Since exchange ‘‘precorrelates’’ the el
trons, a deeper exchange hole leaves less work for the C
lomb interaction to do and produces a shallower correlat
hole, i.e., gc(z,r s ,kFR) becomes less negative asuzu in-
creases. Consequently, these curves do not cross.

Rassolovet al.15 suggested that the PW92 expressio
could fail because they do not satisfy the parallel-spin c
condition10

]2

]x2
g↑↑~r s ,z,x!ux5kFR505

2

3
kF

]3

]x3
g↑↑~r s ,z,x!ux50 .

~4!

For z51, the exchange-only contributions to the left- a
right-hand sides of Eq.~4! are 0.63 and 0, respectively. W
have tested the PW92 expressions forz51 ~whereg↑↑5g),
and find that Eq.~4! is only satisfied aroundr s56.2, where
both sides of Eq.~4! are 0.12. Atr s52, where PW92 still
works, the left-hand side of Eq.~4! is 0.39 and the right-hand
side is 0.16. This suggests that condition~4!, although valid,
is not necessary for an accurate representation of the co
lation hole; the conditions imposed upon the PW92 expr
sions may suffice.

The only evidence against the PW92 parametrization
0.1,r s,0.8 is the perturbative result of Rassolovet al.15

For z51, theirr s→0 limit for gc /r s ~the ‘‘present’’ curve in
their Fig. 6! is about three times deeper than the PW92gc /r s
for r s50.1 ~our Fig. 2!.

While we have no rigorous argument against the result
Rassolovet al., we have two suggestive ones:~a! If the DMC
results of Figs. 3 and 4 forr s50.8 are right, and if the true
correlation hole displays the exchangelike scaling of Eq.~3!
for 0,r s,0.8, then their results cannot be correct.~b! Their
results do not display the intuitively expected noncross
behavior described earlier; the ‘‘present’’ curves for differe
z in their Fig. 6 cross even forR/r s,1.

The authors of Ref. 15 made a challenging, tour de fo
calculation which we believe is correct for ther s→0 limit of
gc

↑↓/r s . We suggest that theirr s→0 limit for gc
↑↑/r s should

be checked.
We have not attempted to check the perturbative calc

tion of Ref. 15, but we have studied how the correlation h
approaches its short-range, high-density limit within the ra
dom phase approximation18,19 or sum of ring diagrams. Ou
results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The point we want
stress is thatr s51 is already fairly close to the high-densit
limit r s→0 within the RPA, and not far away as it woul
have to be if the ‘‘present’’ curves in Fig. 6 of Rassolo
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et al.15 were correct; we do not think that the short-ran
correction21–22to the RPA~which is needed to fix the wrong
R→0 behavior in our Figs. 7 and 8! would approach its
high-density limit differently. Our RPA calculation show
other similarities to the PW92 results and differences fr
the ‘‘present’’ results of Rassolovet al.15: an exchangelike
scaling as in our Fig. 5, and a noncrossing behavior as in
Fig. 6.

Gori-Giorgi, Sacchetti, and Bachelet14 recently proposed
analytic expressions forgc(r s ,z50,kFR) which satisfy
many exact conditions, and are fitted to extensive sp
resolved diffusion Monte Carlo9 data for 0.8<r s<10. How-
ever, for r s!0.8, their expressions break down before t

FIG. 7. Correlation contribution to the pair distribution functio
of a spin-unpolarized (z50) uniform electron gas with a densit
parameterr s , calculated within the random-phase approximatio
The cross on the vertical axis shows ther s→0 limit for R/r s50,
20.7317. The numerical RPA curves shown here are very clos
the corresponding curves of the PW92 model within RPA@Ref.
21~b!#.

FIG. 8. Correlation contribution to the pair distribution functio
of a fully spin-polarized (z51) uniform electron gas with a densit
parameterr s , calculated within the random-phase approximatio
The cross on the vertical axis shows ther s→0 limit for R/r s50,
20.5808. The numerical RPA curves shown here are very clos
the corresponding curves of the PW92 model within RPA@Ref.
21~b!#.
ur

-

PW92 expressions do. While both sets of expressions in
polate to the correct nonoscillatory long-range (R→`) limit

gc~r s ,z50,kFR!→ 2.25

~kFR!4
, ~5!

the PW92 expressions use the extra information in the P´
form, Eq. ~22! of Ref. 13, and so extrapolate better to sm
r s .

Perdew and Wang13 were mainly interested in the totalg,
which they needed to construct the generalized-grad
approximation.3 However, they also discussed the spin res
lution

g5S 11z

2 D 2

g↑↑1S 12z

2 D 2

g↓↓1S 12z2

2 Dg↑↓. ~6!

They guessed

g↑↑~r s ,z,x!5gxS r s,1,F11z

2 G1/3

xD1gcS r s,1,F11z

2 G1/m

xD ,

~7!

g↓↓~r s ,z,x!5gxS r s ,21,F12z

2 G1/3

xD
1gcS r s ,21,F12z

2 G1/m

xD , ~8!

and then foundg↑↓ from Eq.~6!. By analogy with exchange
they chosem53. Subsequent Monte Carlo studies7,9,14

showed that the PW92 spin-resolvedg’s are less accurate
than the PW92 totalg.

However, the desirable features of Eqs.~6!–~8! are pre-
served by anym. These equations respect the normalizat
integrals forgs,s8 , and are exact at the exchange-only lev
when the exactgx is used as input. They are exact for th
majority spin atuzu51, and exact atx50, when the exactgc
is also used as input. When the PW92gc is used as input,
they makegc

↑↓(r s ,z,0)5gc
↑↓(r s,0,0) for all z, which in the

high-density limit is accurate foruzu<0.6 ~Fig. 4 of Ref. 17,
and Fig. 1 of Ref. 15!. ~This spin resolution should not b
used within the RPA, where it is wrong atx50.!

The key to a proper spin resolution is Eq.~12! of Ref. 14
to first order ink, which with Eq.~26! of Ref. 14 asserts tha
the parallel- and antiparallel-spin contributions to the limit
our Eq. ~5! are equal. Sincegc(r s ,z51,kFR) tends asR
→` to the right-hand side of Eq.~5! divided by 21/3, we can
make these contributions equal by choosingm512 in our
Eqs.~7! and~8!, a choice we recommend. Then the parall
spin contribution to the correlation energy per partic
ec(r s ,z) becomes

F S 11z

2 D 11/6

1S 12z

2 D 11/6Gec~r s,1!. ~9!

For z50, this contribution varies from 28% atr s50 to 32%
at r s510 and 43% atr s5`. Of particular interest is the
problem of one down-spin electron in a sea of up-spin el
trons, for which we find
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lim
z→1

g↑↓5F12
]

]zGg~r s ,z,x!uz511
x

6

]

]x
gx~r s,1,x!

1
x

24

]

]x
gc~r s,1,x!. ~10!

Ueda22 calculatedg↑↓(r s ,z50,kFR) for r s51, 0.5, and
0.1, using the RPA which becomes exact forgc

↑↓ as r s→0.
With a relative deviation of 0.6% or less, the PW92 expr
sions with the new spin resolution Eqs.~6!–~8! reproduce
Ueda’s Fig. 1 forr s50.1. Both are consistent with the high
density limit for gc

↑↓/r s given by Fig. 1 of Rassolovet al.; it
is only their high-density limit ofgc

↑↑/r s which we question.
For z50, the RPA makesgc

↑↓5gc
↑↑5gc

↓↓5gc . We have
already used this relation@just above Eq.~9!# in the large-R
limit, where the RPA becomes exact. Thus Fig. 7 sho
gc

↑↓RPA/r s , which should~and does! have anr s→0 limit in
agreement with that of the exactgc

↑↓/r s , as shown in Fig. 1
of Rassolovet al. Then, from Eq.~6!,

lim
r s→0

gc
↑↑~r s,0,kFR!

r s
5 lim

r s→0

2gc~r s,0,kFR!2gc
RPA~r s,0,kFR!

r s
.

~11!
d

r

-

s

We have evaluated the right-hand side of Eq.~11!, findinggc

from the dielectric-function formalism20 with a wave-vector-
and frequency-dependent local field factor23,24 for the short-
range correction to the RPA~an approach which yields
essentially-exact correlation energies for 0,r s,1524!. The
resultinggc

↑↑/r s is only about 1/2 of what is shown in Fig.
of Rassolovet al.

Finally, we stress that we have found no reason to cha
either the PW92~Ref. 13! model for the total correlation hole
of the uniform electron gas or the generalized gradi
approximations3 based upon it. We have recommended
change only in the spin resolution, Eqs.~6!–~8! which no
effect on the total correlation hole or energy for any deg
of spin polarization.
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